effects estimators, there may still be persistent and systematic (but unmeasured) differences in the earnings profiles of comparison groups and true controls.  Such earnings differences, for example, might be due to such unobserved factors äs (perceived or actual) differences between program participants and a constructed comparison group in social attitudes, motivation, or ability.
A study by Mathematica (1984) provides important evidence on the Potential for bias in the use of matching strategies such äs those employed in the NLS and CLMS analyses reviewed above. The Mathematica study used data from a true experimental design that randomly assigned youths to be either program participants or controls (the Supported Work program).  It then compared net-impact estimates derived using the experimental design with estimates derived using the same sample of program participants but substituting various "matched samples" constructed from the Current Population Survey.  The comparison groups were constructed in a manner designed to simulate those used by the analysts working with the CLMS data.
Using the true control group, Mathematica found in-program earnings gains and negligible postprogram effects for youths.  Using the constructed matched samples, however, yielded either insignificant or significantly negative effects. Mathematica argues that biases in the estimates of program effectiveness are likely to exist in other studies that use similar comparison group strategies, which include the Westat, SRI, and Urban Institute studies using the CLMS and the studies based on the NLS.
A further finding of the Mathematica review is the substantial variability in estimates made using different matching strategies on the same data.  Not only do the estimates derived from a true control group differ substantially from those derived from a constructed match sample, but the estimates of net impact derived using different matching strategies also differ substantially, from approximately +$122 to -$1,303 (see Appendix D).  Given such a broad ränge of estimated effects and the sensitivity of estimated program effects to alternative assumptions, there must be cause for concern about the nature of the underlying data.
While one may argue about the generalizability of the Mathematica demonstration of bias and variability in the matched sample methodology, the finding has a precedent in the analysis of the Salk polio vaccine trials (Meier, 1972). The Mathematica study highlights two separate Problems in net-impact estimations using a matched comparison group: (1) the extent to which employment and training programs recruit or attract participants who differ from eligible nonparticipants in ways that affect subsequent earnings, and (2) the extent to which such differences can be detected and controlled using available demographic or preprogram earnings data.  Youths present a particularly difficult problem for any such matching strategy since preprogram earnings data either do not exist or are not reliable indicators of the uncontrolled variables that are of interest to program evaluators.
Estimates of the magnitude and directioli of the bias in matched-group evaluations are only available for the one youth program (Supported Work) whose experimental data were reanalyzed by Mathematica.

